
Kutná Hora 
 https://goo.gl/maps/dvG2Vf1ToBarMJWw8 

Official tourist website:  https://destinace.kutnahora.cz/d  

How to Get There: 
Kutná Hora is not far from Prague and there are direct bus lines from Háje, a direct train from the main station, or a 

convenient train connection with one change. You can check the website of České dráhy. The journey to “Kutná Hora 

Main Station” should take approximately 50 minutes to 1 hour. If you follow our plan and you want to walk as little 

as possible, you can take a train to “Kutná Hora – Sedlec”. But don’t worry, if you go to the Main Station, you just 

have to walk one kilometer more.  

There is a possibility to use services of Uniqway, which is a carsharing made by students of ČVUT, ČZU and VŠE 

for students and employees of all universities in Czech Republic (Exchange students included). You can choose from 

27 cars, many of which have automatic transition. There are no registration fees and there are zones right next to 

universities, dorms or in the city centre. There are no car keys needed: you will unlock the car via the app and your 

student card. You can register on this website: https://www.uniqway.cz/en/registrace. You will need ID (passport), 

student ID, driving licence. You can find more information on their website https://www.uniqway.cz/, or you can 

follow their facebook and instagram.  

You can get a discount worth of 200 CZK if you use a promotion code “ErasmusVSE”.  

 

Where to Eat: 
For epidemic reasons, all the restaurants are closed, but most of them still sell take away. In case of good weather, it’s 

great to buy food and enjoy it in a park.  

We recommend having lunch or dinner in a popular restaurant “V Ruthardce”, which is in a historical building near 

the main attraction of the city, Cathedral of Saint Barbara. It is very cozy and you can try great Czech cuisine with our 

famous Czech beer, as well as other meals. If you are a vegetarian, you can try their Halloumi burger. Prices for a 

meal are very affordable and they have special daily offers during lunch time.  

If you are looking for a cheap Czech restaurant, try “U Balánů”. And if you don’t feel like Czech cuisine, try pizza or 

pasta (around 130 CZK) or burgers at “Factory Bistro”.  

In warm days, don’t forget to get a scoop or two of a tasty ice cream! The most recommended one in Kutná hora is 

Zmrzlinárna Kutná Hora.  

 

Accommodation Tips: 

While there are restrictions in Czech Republic, it is not possible to get an accommodation. Therefore, this should be 

only a day trip. As Kutná Hora is close to Prague and considering accommodation prices, we recommend making it 

only a day trip even if there are no restrictions.  

If you decide to stay in Kutná Hora overnight, we recommend you looking for accommodation at Airbnb or 

Booking.com: it is usually not that difficult to find an affordable accommodation. 
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Places to See: 
We recommend to follow this plan:  

https://mapy.cz/s/ketufacuta  

 

1) Start = Kutná Hora Main Train Station. As mentioned above, if you don’t want to walk, you can take a 

train to “Kutná Hora – Sedlec”, which is right next to the point 2.  

 

2) CATHEDRAL OF THE ASSUMPTION OF OUR LADY AND ST JOHN THE BAPTIST IN 

SEDLEC. Unique UNESCO monument. For opening hours and entrance fees please visit: 

https://www.sedlec.info/en/cathedral/. If you don’t enjoy interiors of cathedrals and wan to save money, don’t 

worry, it’s worth seeing also only from outside.  
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3) CEMETERY CHURCH OF ALL SAINTS IN SEDLEC – OSSUARY. In this case it is really worth 

getting inside. Opening hours and entrance fee: https://www.sedlec.info/en/.   

    
 

After these two sights, we would recommend taking a train to “Kutná Hora město”. You can also walk 3 km, 

but the way is not interesting.  

 

4) Now you get to the historical center. Just take a walk around and admire the beauty of this medieval town. 

There are a lot of architectonically interesting buildings.  

    
 

5) Cathedral of Saint Barbara. Probably the biggest monument of Kutná Hora. Jewel of the Late Gothic period 

inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage List. Current info: https://khfarnost.cz/en/st-barbaras-cathedral/).  

But it is also not necessary to go inside.  
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6) HRÁDEK - CZECH MUSEUM OF SILVER, MEDIEVAL SILVER MINE. The excursion to the silver 

mine is worth it. Opening hours and entrance fee: https://www.cms-kh.cz/eng/hradek-exposition.   

    

 

7) ITALIAN COURT (VLAŠSKÝ DVŮR). Town hall, royal palace and exhibitions. Opening hours and 

entrance fee: https://pskh.cz/en/italian-court/. 

    

 

8) BOBSLED TRACK. If you want to feel like a kid again, go and have some fun on this bobsled track. 

Opening hours and fees (unfortunately only in Czech): http://www.bobovadrahakutnahora.cz/oteviraci-

doba/.  

    

 

9) Train station “Kutná Hora město”. We recommend finding a train back to Prague from this rain station. 

Otherwise, you will have to walk several kilometers to the main station.  
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